P/N: 1321027-10
DVI (24+1)P/M - DVI (24+1)P/M
Length: 10FT
Color: Black

NOTES:

1. CABLE: UL20276
   (28AWG*1PR+EAM)*7+28AWG*1PR+28AWG*3C+AEB(AL) 65%
   OUTER JACKET: BLACK, OD: 8.5 ± 0.2mm
2. CONNECTOR: DVI 24+1 MALE
   INSULATOR: BLACK
   PIN G/F
   NICKEL PLATED SHELL
   THUMB SCREW: 2.8*32.5mm 4-40UNC
3. CONNECTOR: DVI 24+1 MALE
   INSULATOR: BLACK
   PIN G/F
   NICKEL PLATED SHELL
   THUMB SCREW: 2.8*32.5mm 4-40UNC
4. PVC MOLDED: COLOR V398 30P BLACK
5. ELECTRICAL TEST:
   <1>. 100% OPEN SHORT & MISS WIRE TEST
   <2>. INSULATION RESISTANCE: AC300V DC400V 10M ohm MIN.
   <3>. CONDUCTOR RESISTANCE: 3 ohm MAX.
6. PACKING: 1PC/POLYBAG